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Photo compliments of Dawid Grzyb of HifiKnights.com

Say hello to my little friend. With that, Al Pacino as Tony Montana in Brian de
Palma's 1983 movie Scarface wasn't flashing his wife in bed. Neither would you if you
brought home some of Attilio Caccamo's tube monos. First, you'd be talking plural.
Friends. And you'd be facing loudspeakers, not your wife. When outfitted with type
45/50 triodes, you of course would need a most understanding companion to tolerate
just 1.8". Goosed with 300B, those watts-that will grow to a manlier 6.5. With 807 glass,
you'd strut a positively pornographic 10 inches/watts. But cheap adolescence aside, it's
obvious how this breed of flea-to-fly-power amp needs the right load to sing not choke.
And it's not primarily a matter of speaker sensitivity. Extra voltage gain can come from
the source and/or preamp.
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This photo from Marja & Henk's show report reveals two Cetron 5R4
rectrifiers, one Marconi 5Y3 rectifier, two Marconi 12AU7 and two 45.

Arguably still more important is whether a speaker thrives on high output Ω. Or does it
act ill-mannered particularly in the bass? Purist single-ended amps shun negative
feedback which would lower their output resistance. So their values could be just like
your speaker's nominal value: 4Ω or 8Ω. That makes for single-digit damping factor. Yet
most widebanders with massive motors and light membranes love that. They're very
well damped to begin with. They don't want more control. So strap on your typical amp
with low output impedance. It's the kind of thing conventional speakers prefer. But
suddenly your exotic widebanders choke as though in a stranglehold. They suffer
premature bass roll-off. They exhibit a rising presence response colloquially dubbed the
Lowther Shout. They could still be bright in the lower treble. Overall they'll be lean and
mean. Squeaky. Entirely wrong tool for the job. Instant divorce. Bad system matching.
Pick your poison. But pick it well!
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Dawid captured this prototype Cube widebander rumoured to be 38cm in
diameter.

It was only when Cube Audio's 10-inch Nenuphar widebander settled long-term into
our digs that after many years, I once again had speakers which begged for a SET aka
single-ended triode amp. Which needn't mean tubes. Our Nelson Pass SIT amps under
the FirstWatt banner—SIT means static induction transistor—behave like their glassy
triode brethren on power and output impedance though still lower on noise/distortion
and higher on bandwidth to distinguish themselves from most of their tubular kin.
Asking my friend Dan what he runs his Nenuphar with, he mentioned the SIT-1. And
Berning. With his being one-up unobtainium commissions, I asked for a realistic reco.
"Tektron/Italy" he replied. Daw! Suddenly I remembered. Not only had Cube shown
with Tektron at the alternate Munich show. Reader Michele Surdi, happy Tektron
owner, had told me afterwards that Attilio Caccamo had wanted to meet there to
arrange a review. Alas, we hadn't been in the same place at the same time. But still
being able to add 1+1+1 into a three-strikes-and-you're-in thingie after the fact, off went
an exploratory email missive not missile to Sicily. Because unlike Tony Montana, Attila
isn't from Cuba.

A few hours later, I really was; in. "My Polish distributor Pawel shall send you the demo
amp from the Warsaw show. It's my new TK2A3/300PSES-i Ref. It can take one or two
45, 2A3, PX4, PX25, 300B or 300B XLS to make from 1.5 to 22wpc." This amp was so
new, it wasn't yet on Attilio's website. Talk about the stuff tube rollers live for.
Synchronicity, too. This entire gig—my email to Dan, my email to Tektron, Attilio's call
to Warsaw, his okay on something just premiered three days prior—completed in less
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than half a day. Or as I saw Doug Schneider put it in his SoundStage! report on the
Warsaw event, "Cube Audio was getting some serious bass out of their Nenuphar …
According to the company, at 93dB sensitivity, the Nenuphar only needs 1.5W to get up
and go, which is all they were feeding it in their display room. The pair sounded
dynamic and fun, with none of the nasty peaks often heard from single drivers." That
power figure meant that Cube's team had fitted Attilio's amp with a single 45 per side;
just like Dan reported he can in Switzerland without running out of steam. To make said
point, Warsaw had had that hand-written tacky sign right behind the Tektron. If you
thought 93dB speakers weren't copasetic, think far stronger happier thoughts.

Nenuphar driven by SIT monos.

With this amp's flexitarian glass diet of course, more is on tap if desired. Given that 
most speakers happy with high output impedances tend to not really need it, the 
primary appeal will be rolling sonic flavours. It's something Transistor Man can only 
dream of. To goose his power ratings by two, Attilio had even thrown in that 
unconventional option of SE/parallel SE drive. Twice the power didn't need mono amps 
for a change. And was there a better commercial endorsement for Tektron+Cube 
happiness than exhibiting together at two very big international shows already? Even 
widebander disbeliever Doug Schneider who hadn't been lucky with other specimens of 
the breed was suddenly openly complimentary. After many exclusive years with solid-
state amps, for me this would mark an overdue return to power triodes. Second coming, 
latter days and all that. Given the front-panel knobbery visible in Dawid's earlier photo, 
I also expected an integrated not power amp though likely with just a passive pot. This 
would yet further play to simplicity as a subject which single-driver speakers without 
crossover networks celebrate already. Synchronicity really had ruled this Monday in 
Western Ireland.
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Come Tuesday, you might fret. Though aware that tubes are still made, who really
fabricates any more PX4/25 and 45? It turns out that KR Audio of Czechia support the
first two, Emission Labs also of the Czech Republic and TJ/Full Music of China the
PX25 and 45. For the 300B and its halved 2A3 cousin, add Sophia Electric. For just
300B, add Takatsuki of Japan, Elrog of Germany and EAT again from Czechia. Which
hasn't yet touched on Slovakian, Russian or Chinese vendors like JJ, New Sensor
(Electro-Harmonix, Genalex, Mullard, Sovtek, Svetlana, Tung-Sol), Psvane or
Shuguang, not to mention the back catalogue of new-old stock; or the on/off
announcements for Western Electric. There's lots of contemporary glass to roll into the
Tektron.

By Wednesday, your doubting mind has fully recovered. You want to know who this
Attilio is. An Audio Engineering Society fellow and prior repair man. He lives and works
just outside Catania on Sicily's central west coast as overshadowed by Mt. Etna in the
north. As he paraphrases it, all his wares use high-efficiency transformers, rare selected
NOS tubes, more benign overload and distortion behaviours, simple but effective hard-
wiring, quality parts like Roederstein resistors and paper-in-oil capacitors, solid-wood
enclosures in several timber options, copper or brass top plates and "efficient online
tech support worldwide."

Olive, walnut, rosewood, padauk, wenge, mahogany, black lacquer.

"With more than 24 years of restoring and repairing antique tube radios, we now build
high-end audio devices with heart, soul and passion to bring out the best of NOS and
modern tubes with meticulously handcrafted, visually stunning, truly affordable and
ultra reliable creations that reach the highest audio performance possible." The upshot
of all this is that unlike with a turn-key transistor device that's set'n'forget, a Tektron
gets you involved into tailoring it to your own tastes; to play with and explore many
alternate options. That countermands stasis from sameness no matter how brilliant.
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Let's face it, much of audio's self-inflicted sell/buy cycling just satisfies idle curiosity
born of boredom. It also helps refine your understanding of what you like. It's only with
ongoing exposure that one learns that. And this Tektron can really expose you. Finally,
scalable power will keep the pace and peace with sundry still strategically inspired
speaker changes over time.

Checking with Cube Audio's Grzegorz after the Warsaw show, "our local Tektron
distributor Pawel Derkowski from Artisan Audio made available his demonstrator
which differed from the 2A3 amp we used in Munich. With his very versatile amp and to
my ears, the PX4 sounded best on Nenuphar." That was excellent starter advice to get
me back into the power triode game. Pawel: "I'll include some Emission Labs 45,
Ricardo Kron PX4 and 300B and 2A3." Mercy bocoopers. Having read this far, Dan
teased me about "opening the possible amplifier can of worms where one can have 95%
of paradise at 5% of the price." Owning many custom commissions from David Berning
to Thomas Mayer who'd taken over Elrog to the early Josh Stippitch of Electronluv to
Sasa Cokic of Trafomatic to designers I've never heard of; plus regular production from
Kondo, Yamamoto, Wavelength, Wyetech and many others… he'd know. Having
explored that deepest end of the pool to know where it ends, Dan now had much more
fun pursuing those rare 5-percenters. It's why his recommendation of Tektron was so
valuable. Relative to his Nenuphar setup, he'd tried "SIT1, SET with 46, 50 or 300B and
Berning ZOTL with VT52 or 300B. Preamps were a Thomas Mayer 10Y, your
Wyred4Sound and a Townshend Allegri+. Sources via SD card and HDMI were the
Denafrips Terminator, APL Hifi PCM and iFi DSD-Pro all via the Soundaware
D300Ref."

Checking on the next island over from Ireland, I learnt that the UK had three Tektron
dealers, one of them Wilkinson TV whose website had this photo of a TK2A3 50M Ref
mono. It too is a roly-poly, taking 45, 2A3, 300B, UX345, VT50, VT52, even 46.
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Obviously extremists shall claim that despite the necessary bias adjustment provision,
such multi-kulti shenanigans imply that the output transformers couldn't possibly be
perfectly optimized for just one particular tube type. That would rather miss the point
but it's something extremists are very good at. In fairness though, it's probably correct
to think that if one wanted Attilio's ultimate amp, you'd tell him what exact output tube
to build it around. For most audio adventure types, being able to swing and swap
without circuit mods should be wildly more entertaining however.

Come Thursday, it's not just Detective Constable
Endeavour Morse. It's also his superior, Inspector Fred
Thursday. Two bright brains, two approaches to solving
crime. Being a younger man still wedded to
perfectionism, Morse would call less distortion
definitely better. So he points at power and how it
relates. If a valve amp specs 0.5% total harmonic
distortion at 1/10th power, 3% at half power and 10% at
full power, the most rudimentary math tells us that to
remain inside its 0.5% window, we need 10 times as
much power as we actually consume. Headroom. If we
need 1 watt to enjoy satisfyingly loud peaks in our seat
at three metres from our 93dB speakers, we really want
a 10-watt amp to keep distortion in the sweet spot.

As the older wiser man meanwhile, Thursday first
questions our basic notions on the nature of this distortion. A funny arcade mirror
renders the viewer abnormally fat, skinny or wavy. He admits that its audio equivalent
is not any distortion we want. Neither is screeching, clipping, crackling, oscillating or
any other form of obvious misbehaviour. But his point is that we don't hear low-order
harmonic distortion as any such ugly noise or obvious error like digital stutters, signal
dropouts, chugging ports or woofers hitting their stops. To use a simple analogy, low-
order harmonic distortion typical for simple valve amps without feedback is more or
less sugar versus more or less salt. It creates flavour. What is the most agreeable mix of
the sonically salty, sweet, sour and bitter?

As long as an apple navigates between the sour and sweet and doesn't suddenly taste
like a mushroom, it properly describes an apple. It doesn't distort the apple to
unrecognizable grotesqueness like our bent arcade mirror. It's you who decides what's
most persuasive, recognizable or realistic; whatever your criteria might be. Here
Thursday reminds us. For this particular purpose, our word 'distortion' is misleading. It
connotes something bad, wrong and to be avoided at all costs. That's plain silly. Who
wants music without flavour? Then best buy a Halcro.
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Anyone familiar with the British television series
Endeavour also knows that Morse and Thursday work
together to solve heady murders in Oxford. So consider
both perspectives, then decide who you side with. Going
in, I'd already pledged my allegiance to Fred Thursday.
My far more thrilling question was, with what
tube? Pawel Derkowski very generously offered quads
of four different types so I could do the single/parallel
Potomac two-step. When he called the following
Monday to confirm dispatch, I asked some questions. I
learnt that Pawel is LampizatOr's German
distributor and was introduced to Tektron by a customer who like Dan had been
through his share of Japanese boutique amps. He confided that he preferred
Tektron which also smoked less of his cashish.

It led Pavel to become Attilio's agent for Poland, then commission today's amp. "Attilio
hadn't made amps for PX4/25 before. He also hadn't worked in parallel single-ended.
In fact he built this amp to my specs and needs, including two resistor-ladder volume
controls to double for balance; and Miflex copper-foil coupling caps." Being unfamiliar
with those boutique critters, Pawel explained that this Polish company started
fabricating capacitors ~1945 and a few years ago added high-end audio models. In
Poland, their top caps enjoy a reputation on par with equivalent Duelund and Jupiter
units and are used by LampizatOr's Lukasz Fikus. Miflex caps and other bespoke parts
reflect in Attilio's 'Ref' suffix. All of his base models end in ECY for ecomony. Today's is
unapologetically positioned as a REFerence. And, Monday turned out to be a really
good day for hifi adventures. Again.
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The DPD driver unloaded two rather big cardboard boxes which did the job of
securely dispatching their demonstrator innards.

On glass, Pawel had graciously included a quad of KR Audio PX4, a quad of Emission
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Labs 45, a quad of ElectroHarmonix 2A3 Gold and a pair Gold Lion PX300B.

Or as he put it, "these tubes represent my personal choices. The ECC81 drivers from
Marconi 's Madrid plant are very musical. The well-known Raytheon 5R4 rectifiers were
also used by Kondo-san in his legendary 211 amps. The 5Y3 rectifier again from Marconi
but this time Canada is very sweet. With 300B installed, this Tektron sounded better to
me than an Audio Note Conqueror or Cary Audio 300B SE monos I had in my system."

As I also learnt, Attilio's very resistant 3-position tube selector corresponds to 2.5V in
position 1 for 45, VT52 and 2A3; to 4V in position 2 for PX4; and 5V in position 3 for
300B. The two bias meters should peg 25mA for 45, 40mA for PX4, 50mA for 2A3,
60mA for 300B and 70mA for 300B XLS.

For parallel single-ended mode i.e. twice the tubes, one obviously doubles those values.

For a look-see, I had to undo a temporary Medite cover which Attilio had cut quickly to
make the Warsaw show dead line. The production cover would be this perforated metal
sheet.

Pawel explained that he actually planned to approach a local shoppe for a Plexi
equivalent so he could show off the innards to prospective buyers without undoing any
wood screws.

Either way, the barely-there concept of massive perforations helps to cool the innards
via the air gap left by the footers. One would thus not park this amp on plush carpet and
obscure the intended air flow. Working cooler has parts last longer.

Once I'd removed my temp cover, here was the point-to-point wired story.
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Capacitors were tie-wrapped to stick-on retainers. In transit, the two such retainers
under one of the big Miflex output caps had come undone. I reseated them in a glue pad
that still seemed sticky enough.

Small parts like these resistors float and are supported by just their leads.
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A filter choke mounted angled in one corner directly on the Olive wood frame.

Here we see the very stout tube type selector in closeup.

Now we flip things right-side up to enjoy the tube show.
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Glow, baby, glow. To kick off, I decided to follow Grzegorz's advice about the PX4
being particularly compadre with the Nenuphar's 10-inch widebanders. Since I had four
of them, I splurged.

Here we look sideways to include the driver tubes.
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Here is that Madrid-issue Marconi in closeup plus the bases of two Riccardo Kron
Special Edition PX4 and one of the hum trim pots.

Meanwhile on the other end…

… we get to the triple rectifiers.
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On the back end toward the binding posts, there sit these two bias meters which
here indicate 40mA for single-ended PX4 drive, meaning I still had to double that value
to 80mA for my quartet.

Making it so were these locking trimmer knobs.
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With the last direct-heated power triodes on my speakers going back a few years,
I wanted context to revisit this scene. As chance would happen it, Allnic's A-311M
PX25 monos touched down just then. At $13'900/pr, they simply played in the double+
league. Whilst designer Kang-Su Park offers them in AD1 and 300B versions, each gets
interstage and output transformers custom-tailored to the power triode the client
stipulates at purchase time. There's no rolling between different types, just alternate
vendors. Hence bias is automatic/fixed. My South Korean samples were fitted with
pricey NOS GEC PX25 and GEC 5U4G.

Having for the Tektron determined quickly that paralleled PX4 for twice the power
got somewhat fuzzier without alternate benefits into these loads, its comparative 4V
tube complement became just two power bottles, one per channel. This was my closest
apples-for-apples attempt. The Allnic were preceded by our transistor Wyred4Sound
STP-SE II line stage operated in passive mode without voltage gain but with active
buffers on the i/o for linear impedance regardless of volume.

With its hum pots optimized, the Tektron exhibited the same low but not fully absentee
electrical noise as the Allnic. The Polish 10" widebanders betrayed very faint hum
audible up close but not from the chair. With Allnic's published S/NR being -76dB,
Tektron's seemed equivalent. It'd mean ~13 bits of resolution; 7 bits less than our DAC,
preamp and high-power transistor amps, 3 less than CD's Redbook standard. Like
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yours will be unless your gray matter were temporarily replaced by a calculator, spread
sheet and scope, my ears were solely concerned with sonics. And those spoke of very
different things.

Not knowing where on the global table SETting the Allnic belong, I can only report that
the Koreans were heavier in the bass and somewhat darker across the bandwidth. On
subjective damping—whether recorded venues feel more live or dead, more reverberant
or damped—the Allnic's PX25 or output transformers exerted more. By degrees,  this
rendered things more dry and taut, less fluid and elastic. In the upper midrange/lower
treble bands, the Tektron behaved more dynamic and lively, hence separated out more
cleanly. This benefited faintly tickled cymbals and such. As a result, the Sicilian also had
the tunes feel a tick faster where the Allnic moved them along more leisurely. Compared
to our usual FirstWatt SIT-1 transistor equivalents, both DHT versions showed clearly
twitchier microdynamics. On Jazz piano for example, a Norwegian player's deliberate
spiking of certain notes within a melodic arc was more acute. Standing out like taller
forgotten blades of grass at a just-mowed lawn's periphery, these accents added
rhythmic spice with stronger syncopations.

Having compared the PX4-fitted Tektron to Reinhard Thöress' €14'000/pr single-ended
Mosfet hybrids with tube voltage gain and tube buffer, I knew how by contrast, the full
tubes' bandwidth extremes were softer to emphasize/elevate their midband. I knew how
the hybrid's lower noise floor more strongly illuminated recorded space, including those
quasi halo or sound-bubble effects around performers which light up the space around
them. But relative to moving through time—what I think of as music's gait, its poise or
how it walks—the pure tubes were also the even more slinky and texturally billowy.
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If we drew a line and placed the SIT-1 far left for one polarity, the Tektron far right for
the other, the Thöress would sit halfway between middle and far right; the Allnic
halfway between the Thöress and Tektron. This line represents the continuum
from damped, taut and dry on the left to fluid, mellow and fluffy on the right. Here the
hard-right Tektron was the hostess with the mo(i)stest. Recognizing this flavour from a
past encounter with Vinnie Rossi's DHT spud module for his Lio platform, I think of it
as the quintessential appeal of direct-heated no-feedback triodes maximized to express
it. It's inherent that robotic 21st-century music styles with their drum machines and
jack-hammer synth bass undergo quite the attitude adjustment. Whether you find that
makeover or gait change attractive or somewhat alienating is purely personal. True
regardless is that on color pop and tonal meatiness, these triodes painted with a deeper
richer more vibrant colour palette than our best transistors. Because their treble was
softer and their ambient recovery less keen, this emphasized physicality and hereness,
not thereness aka virtual teleportation to a venue other than our own. Given the grand
price differential and far greater functional flexibility versus clearly commensurate
sonic quality, I will end this page by saying that the Tektron would have my vote if I had
to decide between it and the Allnic monos. Which gets us to the fun part of this
assignment: tube swapping.
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45 & PX4. Thinking readers know. Whatever
follows couldn't possibly be sweeping statements
on 'the' sound of each valve; just observations
relevant to this amp. How much truth might be
generalized is best left to veteran DHT fanciers
who, endlessly, have compared all types and
makes across sundry circuit platforms. That
settled, my inner ™ (transistor man) instantly
hugged the Czech Emission Labs 45 for being
leaner, quicker, more lit up and better
crystallized. Like wide-bandwidth DC-coupled
transistors, this enhanced contrast and energized
their perceived acceleration power and torque.
Paralleling 45 for proud quartet polyphony
mellowed this out more. That reduced the
difference to the darker, fuller, more settled 4V
specimens. PSE mode was like padding;
probably reflecting higher noise and less precise signal tracking from summed and
jointly biased yet not 100% identical tubes per channel. It made things a bit thicker, a
little softer, a little less lap dance. This mild softening/fattening became a bridge or in-
between stop to the non-paralleled PX4. At this point and thinking back on prior tube
amps I owned and/or reviewed, I predicted that the 2A3 then 300B would continue the
same trend past the PX4.

2A3 & 300B. And so it was for but an unexpected wrinkle. Rather than really much
cuddlier or fleshy than the PX4, the 2A3 and 300B acted noticeably more distant and
indirect. 'Backward'. Included in that paler perspective were less vibrant colours, less
innate energy, lower rhythmic drive, tamer tension. To overdraw, had the 45 and PX4
been young turks or spicy spunksters, the Electro Harmonix 2A3 and Genelex Gold Lion
300B were the gray old billy goats from the pipe 'n' slippers club. Of the two, I favoured
the 300B because in a small compensation for that more-observer-than-participant
distance, they added a bit of weightiness. But after the exhilarating 45 and PX4
readings, both of these really were backwards to find themselves extricated from further
consideration. Like bad teeth, they got pulled. Strong language but representative of the
performance gap. Perhaps Western Electric 300B replicas by Psvane and TJ or the new
Elrog would have changed my mind? From what I had, the 300B and 2A3 were
decisively outclassed by the two other types. A proud line from Giovanni Ribisi's
Sneaky Pete character as written by Breaking Bad alumni Bryan Cranston came to
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mind: "Yes, I'm a confidence man. I give people confidence, they give me money." The
general 2A3/300B reputation felt like just such a con – and a very long con if one never
has opportunity to sample the alternatives in the same circuit.

EML solid-plate 45.

To conclude this chapter, transistor lovers who come from the class A/B direct-coupled
Bakoon, Crayon, Goldmund and LinnenberG townships would prefer the 45. Transistor
lovers who favor the neighborhood of the Pass Labs XA-30.8—massively paralleled pure
class A—would pick the PX4. For a bit of fabric softener on those crisp shirt cuffs and
collar, you'd parallel either. Given my particular career's current status quo, the 1.5-watt
non-paralleled 45 were the last bottles standing in this shoot-out. If one were more of a
dyed-in-the-wool tube type to want less overlap with transistor virtues, the PX4 should
be it. With the 300B hogging Queen of Triode title, the PX4 would be triode land's first
female pope.

Give and/or take. In audio, that's always how it goes. Replacing Tektron's all-tube
amp+volume with Allnic's all-tube 3-stage 300B preamplifier driving FirstWatt's SIT-1,
I gained in bass control, top-end air, stage width and ambient recovery. Stepping back
some was that peculiar freedom or gush factor which the 45 created. By contrast, the
transistors behaved just a bit more buttoned up. Ergo, pulling back the direct-heated
triodes from the speaker front line into the preamp camp diminished their influence on
that billowy looser gestalt. This was the case despite the SIT amps being ultra
purist single-stage, zero feedback/degeneration affairs with bona-fide triode curves and
high output impedance. This was so despite Allnic's 300B direct-coupling to the
amp without capacitors or transformers.
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If one tolerates zero restrictions on that looser triode effect which feels like a big
organism breathing or waves coming in and going out, hanging the tubes off the speaker
terminals via an impedance converter aka transformer seems to be key. In the next
sentence, I'd say that for club & dub à la TJ Rehmi, having the static induction
transistors on the front line suited that tauter type fare better. Once again, there was no
universal approach which did everything better. It was about priorities and minor
compromises. That said, those leery of big triodes as speaker drivers because they get
stressed by back electromotive forces and impedance/phase swings could move them
upstream by one stage into the preamp and, with the right amps, end up in a very
similar place. In today's case, that would simply cost them $30'000 for Allnic's L-
10000. And they'd still need to spend on amplification. The Tektron covers both
bases for €6'000.

And that's really the perfect exit. The Tektron goes for less than half of what competing
monos in-house just then demanded. It rolls 2.5V, 4V and 5V type direct-heated
triodes. It adds a parallel option for twice the power. This spans from 1.5 to 22 watts. It
has twin volume pots which double as balance control. It has three line-level inputs. It
uses three tube rectifiers rather than far cheaper transistor diodes. It adds proper hum
pots, one per channel. It comes in various wood species and allows customers to specify
certain parts like the vital output coupling capacitors. That gets quasi bespoke. There's
earlier referenced anecdotal evidence from a friend whose 'amplifier cemetery' is filled
with exotic often ultra-costly competitors which didn't make the final cut. He called
Tektron 95% of what's possible for 5% of the price. There's valve-savvy Pawel Derkowski
who chanced upon Tektron via a LampizatOr customer only to sign up as Attilio
Caccamo's Polish importer. It all adds up big. With thanks to Pawel for letting me play
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with his personal amp plus sending me lots of expensive tubes to experiment with, I
now consider myself properly recalibrated. Tektron clearly are up there. If you own
speakers in the vein of our Cube Audio Nenuphar, there's excellent reason why low-
power triode amps are so popular. Hearing is believing.

With Riccardo Kron Special Edition PX4.

Srajan Ebaen

Tektron Audio's website
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http://www.tektron-italia.com/
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